We use the theory of selfdual Lagrangians to give a variational approach to the homogenization of equations in divergence form, that are driven by a periodic family of maximal monotone vector fields. The approach has the advantage of using Γ-convergence methods for corresponding functionals just as in the classical case of convex potentials, as opposed to the graph convergence methods used in the absence of potentials. A new variational formulation for the homogenized equation is also given.
Introduction
We consider the homogenization of the problem
, ∇u n (x)) x ∈ Ω, −div(τ n (x)) = u * n (x)
x ∈ Ω, u n (x) = 0 x ∈ ∂Ω,
where Ω is a bounded domain of R N and ß : Ω × R N → R N is a measurable map on Ω × R N such that ß(x, ·) is maximal monotone on R N for almost all x ∈ Ω, and such that ß(., ξ) is Q-periodic for an open non-degenerate parallelogram Q in R n . This problem has been investigated in recent years by many authors. We refer the interested reader to [1, 5, 6, 8, 11, 14, 15, 24] for related results.
The particular case where the maximal monotone operator is a subdifferential of the form ß(x, ξ) = ∂ ξ ψ(x, ξ), (
with ψ : Ω × R N → R being a convex function in the second variable is particularly appealing and completely understood. Indeed, under appropriate boundedness and coercivity conditions on ψ, say C 0 (|ξ| p − 1) ≤ ψ(x, ξ) ≤ C 1 (|ξ| p + 1) for all (x, ξ) ∈ Ω × R N , where 1 < p < ∞ and C 0 , C 1 are positive constants, one can then use a variational approach to identify for a given u * ∈ W −1,p (Ω), the solution (u, τ) of (1.1) as the respective minima of the problems where ψ * is the Fenchel-Legendre dual (in the second variable) of ψ. In this case, the classical concept of Γ-convergence -introduced by DeGiorgi-can be used to show that if u * n → u * strongly in W −1,q (Ω) with q = p p−1 , then up to a subsequence u n → u weakly in W 1,p 0 (Ω) and τ n → τ weakly in L q (Ω; R N ), where u is a solution and τ is a momentum of the homogenized problem τ(x) ∈ ß hom (∇u(x)) a.e. x ∈ Ω, −div(τ(x)) = u * (x) a.e. x ∈ Ω.
(1.5)
Here ß hom can be defined variationally as follows: for ξ ∈ R N , ß hom (ξ) = ∂ψ hom (ξ), where More recently, the first-named author proposed a variational approach to deal with general maximal monotone operators, including corresponding equations of the form (1.1) via the theory of selfdual Lagrangians on phase space [17, 18] . Our goal here is to describe how this approach is particularly well suited to deal with the homogenization of such equations, first by showing that -just as in the case of a convex potential (1.2)-the limiting process can be handled again through Γ-convergence of associated selfdual Lagrangians, and secondly by giving a variational characterization for the limiting vector field (1.8) in the same spirit as in (1.6).
We first recall that a selfdual Lagrangian L on a reflexive Banach space X is any convex lower semi-continuous function on phase space L : X × X * → R ∪ {+∞} that satisfies the following duality property:
where X * is the Banach space dual to X, and L * is the Fenchel-Legendre dual of L in both variables, i.e., L * (u * , u) = sup{ v, u
x − y, p − q ≥ 0 for every (x, p) and (y, q) in G. (1.12) It turned out that the class of maximal monotone operators and the one of selfdual vector fields coincide. Indeed, the following was proved in [17] .
Theorem 1.1 If ß : D(ß) ⊂ X → 2

X
This means that selfdual Lagrangians can be seen as the potentials for maximal monotone operators, in the same way as convex lower semi-continuous energies are the potentials of their own subdifferential, leading to a variational formulation and resolution of most equations involving maximal monotone operators such as the one in (1.1). This was indeed done in [17] in the case where β does not depend on the state x ∈ Ω. We shall however need to consider in this paper measurable families ß(x, .) : Ω × R N → R N of maximal monotone operators with suitable boundedness and coercivity conditions, and the possibility of associating to them measurable families L(x, ·, ·) : Ω × R N × R N → R N of selfdual Lagrangians on R N → R N that reflect these conditions. For that we recall the definition of the class M Ω,p (R N ) introduced in [8] . (ii) For a.e. x ∈ Ω, the map ß(x, .) : R N → R N is maximal monotone. (iii) There exist non-negative constants m 1 , m 2 , c 1 and c 2 such that for every ξ ∈ R N and η ∈ ß(ξ),
holds, where ., . R N is the inner product in R N .
The following is the main application of the results in this paper. 
where u is a solution and τ is a momentum of the homogenized problem
(1.14)
The above theorem will be a byproduct of several results which have their own interest. In section 2, we consider various topologies on the class of selfdual Lagrangians that are relevant for homogenization. It turns out that the standard concept of Γ-convergence is equivalent to the stronger notion of Mosco-convergence in the context of selfdual Lagrangians. This has a direct implication on the corresponding maximal monotone operators. We also extend to selfdual Lagrangians one of the most attractive properties of the Mosco convergence of convex functions, which is that it implies the convergence of the graphs of their corresponding subdifferentials in the topology of KuratowskiPainlevé on sets. We shall show in section 2 that similarly, the map L →∂L is continuous when we equip the class of selfdual Lagrangians with the topology of Γ-convergence and the class of maximal monotone operators with the topology of G-convergence.
In section 3, we start by extending Theorem 1.1 above by establishing a correspondence between state-dependent measurable maximal monotone operators in M Ω,p (R N ) and the following class of Ω-
2. There exist non-negative constants C 0 and C 1 and n 0 , n 1 ∈ L 1 (Ω) such that
As in Theorem 1.1, any map ß :
We then proceed to use the above representation of ß to give a variational resolution for the problem
A solution can then be obtained by simply minimizing for a given u * ∈ W −1,q (Ω) the non-negative functional
We end the section by showing that if∂L(x, .) = ß(x, .), then 20) where ß hom is defined in (1.8) and L hom is as in (1.15). We start section 4 by a homogenization result via Γ-convergence for general Q-periodic Lagrangians which are not necessarily selfdual. This is then applied to obtain the result claimed in Theorem 1.2 above in the case of selfdual Lagrangians. The last section is an appendix meant for auxiliary results that are needed throughout the paper.
Preliminaries on selfdual Lagrangians
We first recall the needed notions and results from the theory of selfdual Lagrangians developed in the book [18] . We shall also establish new ones, in particular those regarding the convergence properties in suitable topologies of selfdual Lagrangians and their associated maximal monotone vector fields. X will denote a real reflexive Banach space and X * its dual.
A variational principle for selfdual Lagrangians
As mentioned in the introduction, maximal monotone operators ß can be written as ß =∂L, where L is a selfdual Lagrangian on X × X * , in such a way that solving the equation 21) amounts to minimizing the non-negative functional
The following existence result is essential for the sequel. It gives sufficient conditions for the infimum of selfdual Lagrangians to be attained, and -as importantly-to be zero. 
Theorem 2.1 Let L be a selfdual Lagrangian on a reflexive Banach space X
Lagrangian whenever L is, it suffices to assume that u * = 0. The above theorem is then a consequence of the following result originally established in [16] (see also [18] ) under a slightly stronger coercivity condition. 
for each λ > 0, by virtue of Lemma 3.2 in Chapter 2 of [18] . Note that the Lagrangian L λ satisfies the boundedness condition of Theorem 2.2. It then follows that min u∈X L λ (u, 0) = 0. On the other hand, because of the properties of Yoshida regularization for convex functions, for each (u,
. Now if I is coercive then the minimum is attained for somē u ∈ X, i.e., I(ū) = L(ū, 0) = 0 and consequentlyū is a solution of 0 ∈∂L(ū).
Since .
Mosco and Γ-convergence of selfdual functionals
We first recall the main definitions and statements in the theory of variational convergence for functionals, as well as the graph convergence for possibly multi-valued operators. A complete study relating the various modes of convergence of convex functions and their subdifferentials can be found in [10] . Definition 2.1 Let F n and F be functionals on a reflexive Banach space X. The sequence {F n } is said to Γ-converge (resp., Mosco-converge) to F, if the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. For any sequence {u n } ⊂ X such that u n → u strongly (resp., u n u weakly) in X to some u ∈ X, one has
2. For any u ∈ X, there exists a sequence {u n } ⊂ X such that u n → u strongly in X and
The following is a fundamental property of Mosco-convergence. 
L is selfdual and {L
n } Γ-converges to F.
L is selfdual and for any
Proof. For (1) → (2) we just need to prove that L is selfdual since Mosco convergence clearly implies Γ-convergence. Since L is the Mosco limit of L n , it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
Consider now an arbitrary pair (ũ,ũ * ) and let {(ũ n ,ũ * n )} be the recovery sequence given in item (3). It follows from (2.23 
Since (ũ,ũ * ) is arbitrary, taking the supremum over all (ũ,ũ
Since both L n and L are selfdual, this implies that
and therefore that L is a Mosco-limit of L n .
Remark 2.1 Note that while the Mosco convergence of selfdual Lagrangians automatically implies that the limiting Lagrangian L is itself selfdual, this fails for Γ-convergence as shown in the following example.
Let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Consider a set {e n } with e n = 1 and e n 0 (For example, the orthonormal basis of the space). Define
in such a way that L n is selfdual. It can be checked directly that for any (
This means that L is a Γ-limit of L n . On the other hand, it is easily seen that L is not selfdual and therefore we do not have Mosco convergence.
Continuity of L →∂L for the Γ-convergence of selfdual Lagrangians
One of the most attractive properties of Mosco convergence is the fact that for convex functions it implies the graph convergence (or Kuratowski-Painlevé convergence) of their corresponding subdifferentials [2, Theorem 4.2]. We shall extend this result to selfdual Lagrangians by showing that their Mosco (or Γ-convergence) also yield the graph convergence of their derived vector fields (i.e., their corresponding maximal monotone operators).
Considering a sequence of sets {A n } in X, the corresponding sequential lower and upper limit sets are respectively given by
and
In other words, Li A n corresponds to the collection of all limit points of the sequence {A n } and Ls A n is the collection of all cluster points of the sequence {A n }. We clearly have
This definition, when X is replaced by the phase space X × X * and when the subsets A n are graphs of maps from X to X * , is also refered to as graph-convergence (see Definition 3.5 on [8] ). Recall that for a selfdual Lagrangian F on X × X * , its associated vector field at u ∈ X is denoted by∂F(u) and given by∂F(u) = {u * ∈ X * ; F(u, u * ) = u, u * }. We shall therefore also denote by∂F the graph of∂F in X × X * , i.e.,
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.4 Let X be a reflexive Banach space and suppose
Lagrangian that is a Γ-limit of {F n }, then the graph of∂F n converge to the graph of∂F in the sense of Kuratowski-Painlevé.
For the proof, we shall make use of the following theorem that can be seen as the counterpart of the Brøndsted-Rockafellar result for convex functions [23] .
{+∞} be a selfdual Lagrangian and assume that for a pair
. Indeed, denote by J the duality mapping from X to X * and use the fact that ∂M is a maximal monotone operator to findũ ∈ X such that −Jũ ∈ ∂M(ũ).
It follows that
from which we obtain that ũ 2 ≤ ε. Since ũ = Jũ * , it suffices to set v ε :=ũ and v *
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.2, we set
The hypothesis yields that
It then follows from the above that there exists a pair (v
Finally, we have
There exists then in view of the Γ-convergence, a sequence
n , and therefore if we define ε n := F n (u n , u * n ) − u n , u * n , we obtain that lim n ε n = 0. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, we have the existence of a pair (ũ n ,ũ *
To complete the proof, we just need to show that
The above holds for all (u, u * ) ∈ ∂F and so by the maximality of ∂F we obtain that (v, v * ) ∈ ∂F, which completes the proof.
A selfdual variational approach to existence theory
In this section, we first establish a correspondence between maximal monotone maps in M Ω,p (R N ) and a class of Ω-dependent selfdual Lagrangians. We then proceed to give a variational formulation and resolution to equation (1.1) even in the case where the maximal monotone operator β is nor derived from the potential of a convex function.
Selfdual Lagrangians associated to maximal monotone operators
if it is measurable with respect to the σ-field generated by the products of Lebesgue sets in Ω and Borel sets in
The following was proved in [17] for a single maximal monotone operator.
where C 0 and C 1 are two positive constants and
Note that measurability assumptions on ß ensures that N is a normal integrand. Also, by the properties of the Fitzpatrick function [18] , it follows that
We shall show that L is Ω-dependent selfdual Lagrangian such that
Using the fact that the Fenchel dual of some of two functions is their inf-convolution, we obtain
Setting a 2 = 2a − a 1 and
Thus, L is a Ω-dependent selfdual Lagrangian. Inequalities (3.26) simply follow from the definition and selfduality of L. We shall now prove that L satisfies the estimate (3.24). Note first that for all η ∈ ß(x, ξ) we have 1
, it follows from the definition of the Fitzpatrick function N that
From the definition of L and (3.27), we get that
where C 1 is a positive constant and n 1 ∈ L 1 (Ω). The reverse inequality follows from the selfduality of L.
Conversely, let L be a Ω-dependent selfdual Lagrangian satisfying (3.24) .
3.2 Self-dual Lagrangians on W
We now show how one can "lift" an Ω-dependent selfdual Lagrangian to a selfdual Lagrangian on the phase space W
. This will allow us to give a variational formulation and resolution -via Theorem 2.1-of equations involving maximal monotone operators in divergence form. The following extends a result in [17] .
It is obtained by minimizing the functional
The above theorem will follow from the representation of a maximal monotone map in M Ω,p (R N ) by an Ω-dependent selfdual Lagrangian on Ω × R N × R N (Proposition 3.1) combined with the following two propositions. 
An easy computation shows that
Note that we have used the fact that
Here is our variational resolution for equation (3.28) .
Assume the following coercivity condition:
where m ∈ L 1 (Ω) and C is a positive constant. Then for every u * ∈ W −1,q (Ω) the functional
It follows from the above proposition that 
Using again the coercivity condition, we get that the above infimum is attained at some
, we obtain that the latter is indeed zero, i.e.,
Settingf := f 1 + f 0 , we finally get thatf (x) ∈∂L(x, ∇ū(x)) for a.e. x ∈ Ω and that −div(f ) = u * .
Variational formula for the homogenized maximal monotone vector field
Given a maximal monotone family ß in M Ω,p (R N ) that is Q-periodic for an open non-degenerate parallelogram Q in R n , its homogenization ß hom is normally given by the non-variational formula (1.8). In this section, we shall give a variational formulation for the vector field ß hom in terms of a suitably homogenized selfdual Lagrangian L hom derived from the Ω-dependent selfdual Lagrangian associated to ß. 
The proof will follow from the following propositions. First, we show that the homogenized Lagrangian L hom inherits many of the properties of the original Ω-dependent Lagrangian L such as convexity, boundedness and coercivity. (3.24) for some p, q > 1. Then L hom is convex and lower semi continuous, and for every a 
The following gives the relation between the subdifferentials of L hom and of L.
We need a few preliminary facts. For each 1 < r < ∞, set
The Poincaré-Wirtenger inequality which states that for D bounded open and convex, there exists
implies that E r +R n is a convex weakly closed subset of L r (Q; R N ). The indicator function of E r +R n ,
is therefore convex and lower semi-continuous in L r (Q; R N ). Assuming that r is the conjugate of r, i.e., 
The Fenchel-Legendre dual χ * E r +R n of χ E r +R n is then given by,
for all g ∈ L r (Q; R N ). Also due to the convexity and lower semi-continuity of χ E r +R n one has χ * E ⊥ r = χ E r +R n . Similarly one can deduce that,
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We first prove (3.32). Fix (a
and substituting above we have
Now using the fact that the Fenchel dual of a sum is their inf-convolution, we obtain
This proves (3.32), which then implies that L * * hom = L hom and therefore L hom is convex and lower semi-continuous.
We now prove estimate (3.33). In fact, the upper bound simply follows from
For the lower bound, note first that since C 0 (|a|
On then gets from (3.32) that
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Setting A(a, b)
Averaging the above on Q implies that
from which we get
This implies that A ⊂ ∂L hom . To prove the reverse inclusion, let (d, c) be in ∂L hom (a, b). Since L hom is convex and lower semi-continuous, we have
It follows from Proposition 3.4 that there exist
and therefore
On the other hand,
which together with the previous equality yield
Taking into account that the integrand is non-negative we obtain the integrand is zero for almost all y ∈ Q. This implies that
, c + ∇ϕ(y)) ∈ ∂L y, a + ∇φ(y), b +g(y) a.e. y ∈ Q.
Integrating the above over Q implies that
which completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let
From the coercivity assumptions on L, it follows that there exist ϕ ∈ W 1,p
and since the integrand in non-negative we obtain
from which we have
and finally η = Q (η + g(x)) dx. This implies that∂L hom ⊂ ß hom and the equality follows since∂L hom is itself a maximal monotone operator.
A variational approach to homogenization
We start by studying the homogenization of a class of Lagrangians that is more general than the one introduced in Proposition 3.2. We shall then apply this result to deduce Theorem 1.2 announced in the introduction.
The homogenization of general Lagrangians on
The following homogenization result does not require the Ω-dependent Lagrangian L to be selfdual nor that the exponents p and q to be conjugate.
Theorem 4.1 Let Ω be a regular bounded domain and Q an open non-degenerate parallelogram in
There exist constants C 0 , C 1 ≥ 0 and exponents p, q > 1 such that for every x ∈ Ω,
Let {G ε ; ε > 0} be the family of functionals on
and set L hom (a, b) := min
Equip L q (Ω; R N ) with the following topology denoted by T : τ n → τ for T if and only if
There exists then a Lagrangian G hom on W
Remark 4.1 Note that when the Lagrangian L is independent of the third variable, i.e.,
for some function ϕ : Ω × R N → R, this homogenization problem is completely understood. Also, when the Lagrangian L is independent of the second variable then this problem can be dealt using the bi-continuity of the Fenchel dual (see for instance [1, 10] ). The proof for the general Lagrangians consists of two parallel parts corresponding to each of these variables and should be done simultaneously for both. The part regarding the first variable is rather standard and the same argument can be found for instance in [1] .
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will follow from the following two lemmas.
We first show how Theorem 4.1 follows from the two lemmas above.
The limsup property in the definition of Γ-convergence readily follows from Lemma 4.1. For the liminf property we must show that for any (u 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Note that without loss of generality we may assume L ≥ 0. Assume first that u is an affine function and τ is constant on Ω, that is
for some a and b in R n and α ∈ R. Fix η ∈ R n and letφ andg to be the minimizers on the formula for L hom given by (4.34): 
By Lemma 5.2 of the Appendix we have as
It then follows from (4.36) that lim sup
and since η is arbitrary, we have that
By Lemma 5.1 of the Appendix we have
and thus we conclude, as desired
Assume now that u is a piecewise affine function and τ is a piecewise constant function on Ω, that is for {Ω j } j∈I 1 and {Ω k } k∈I 2 , both finite polyhedral partitions of Ω, we have
for fixed a j ∈ R n and b k ∈ R n and constants α j . By considering non-empty intersectionsΩ j ∩Ω k and re-indexing them, we can consider {Ω i } i∈I a polyhedral partition of Ω such that
Analogous to what was done previously, fix {η i } ⊂ R N and letφ i andg i be such that
. Unfortunately, we cannot consider u ε as the piecewise construction of the above functions, as the ϕ i won't necessarily match along the interface between the Ω i and thus will not in general be a function in W 1,p (Ω). This can be remedied by the following standard construction (see for instance [1] ): Let Σ be the interface set between the Ω i , and define for δ > 0,
Consider a smooth function Ψ δ so that 
One can also extend (using Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.8 in [20] ) f ε,δ to an element in L q (Ω; R N ), still denoted by f ε,δ such that f ε,δ L q (Ω;R N ) is bounded and div( f ε,δ ) = 0. Take now any 0 < t < 1, then
Since L is convex in the middle variable and since
For the first term on the right hand side of this inequality we have
Using the boundedness of L we get the following estimate for the second term,
and similarly
as well as
It then follows that
By taking lim sup ε→0 on both sides and considering u i ε → u on L p (Ω i ), and then letting t → 1 and δ → 0 we finally get,
A diagonalization argument yields from limit (4.37) the existence of some t(ε) and δ(ε) such that t(ε) → 1 and δ(ε) → 0 as ε → 0. Defining
and since the {η i } is arbitrary one has lim sup
Now we use Lemma 5.1 of the Appendix to obtain
There exists then a sequence {u n } of piecewise affine functions and a sequence {τ n } of piecewise constant functions such that (u n , τ n ) → (u, τ). By Proposition 3.4, the function G hom are continuous, so we also have
For each n, we have shown the existence of (u
so we get lim sup
From the same diagonalization argument as before, there exists some n(ε) such that n(ε) → ∞ as ε → 0 for which, by defining (u ε , τ ε ) :
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Consider now smooth functions Ψ i : Ω i → R with compact support such that 0 < Ψ i < 1. Multiplying the above convexity inequality by Ψ i , integrating over Ω i and adding over all i, we get the following:
Now we deal with each term independently. For the first term on the right hand side of the above expression we have
by virtue of Lemma 5.2. For the second term, by integrating by parts and by then taking into account (4.38) we obtain
It follows from Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 3.5 below, that if ε → 0 then,
Integrate by parts on more time to get
from which one has
For the third term, we use (
Using an integration by parts, we obtain
which goes to 0 as ε → 0 since τ ε → τ in the T -topology. Similarly as above, the fourth term can be seen to converge to
while for the fifth term, we first observe that the function
is Q-periodic, and thus setting (m i ) ε (x) := m i ( 
which is equal to 0 in view of (4.39). The fifth term therefore disappears as ε → 0.
Putting now all of the above together we obtain that lim inf
By taking into account the estimate
which follows from estimate (3.33) in Proposition 3.4, and letting Ψ i ↑ 1 on each Ω i , it follows from the dominated convergence theorem that lim inf
wheref ∈ L q (Ω; R N ) is a function defined byf (x) = η i on Ω i . The above is valid for arbitrary piecewise affine functionû, and piecewise constant functionsτ,f . We can then letû
This completes the proof.
Before proceeding to the next subsection, we note the following slight extension of Lemma 4.1, which will be needed for Proposition 4.1 below. We note that the proof is known when G ε is independent of the second variable, and here we show that the same proof with minor modification works for general Lagrangians just as in Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1, there exist a sequence (ũ ε , τ ε ) withũ ε → u in L p (Ω) and τ ε → τ in the T -topology, such that
Up to a subsequence one may assume that
Pick any ϕ ∈ W 1,p 0 (Ω) with ϕ > 0 in Ω. Define:
For x in the set {u ε ũ ε }, the norm of ∇ũ ε (x) is controlled by the norm of |∇u(x)| + |∇ϕ(x)|. It follows that
Take now the infimum over all f ∈ L q (Ω; R N ) with div( f ) = 0 and subtract the latter by C 0 |Ω|. Since |{u ε ũ ε }| → 0 and G hom (u, τ) = lim ε G ε (ũ ε , τ ε ), we obtain lim sup 
where p > 1 and
and let u n be solutions and τ n be momenta for the Dirichlet boundary value problems 
This will follow from the following proposition. 
It is given by the formula
where L hom is the selfdual Lagrangian on R N × R N defined by (4.44) , and which satisfies for all
Proof. Note first that the selfduality and uniform bounds of L hom follow from Proposition 3.4. It also follows from Proposition 3.2 that both F ε and F hom are selfdual Lagrangians on W
For that we consider {G ε ; ε > 0}, a family of functionals on
and 
The sequence u ε is bounded in W 1,p 0 (Ω), so we may assume u ε → u weakly in W
. Thus, the inequality (4.45) follows by noticing that
By the self duality of F ε we have
from which we get lim inf
Since the above holds for an arbitrary (v, v * ) ∈ W Taking into consideration that F hom is selfdual we obtain Taking f ∈ L q (Ω; R N ) with div f = 0, it follows from (4.47) that
This indeed shows that
It then follows that Ω L x ε n , ∇u n (x), τ n (x) dx = G ε n (u n , τ n ). Define H : W G ε n (u n , τ n ) − H(u n , τ n )
On the other hand, we have that 
Appendix
We shall here state some of the results used throughout the proof. where {Ω i } i∈I is a finite polyhedral partitions of Ω, and {a i } i∈I , {b i } i∈I are two sequences ∈ R N . Then
Proof. We first prove a stronger result (actually an equality) when the set index I is a singleton. For any constant η ∈ R N we have
from which we obtain 
This completes the proof for I being a singleton. Now we prove it for the general case. Note first that, using the above argument on each Ω i we have
One also can easily deduce that
(5.50)
In fact if inf
for somef ∈ L q (Ω; R N ) with div(f ) = 0, then
The proof therefore follows from combining (5.49) and (5.50).
The following three Lemmas are standard and we refer to [25] for the proof . 
